Fast hole hopping and in Ti17cat4, a 1 nm diameter molecular polyoxotitanate cluster The initial hole hopping between the catechol sites occurs with the rate of ~510 11 s -1 or more and competes with the intramolecular vibrational relaxation. Upon thermalization, the hopping slows down and continues at a rate of ~510 10 s -1 . The experimentally observed rate of hole hopping agrees well with the results of quantum dynamics modeling of the wavepacket propagation.
Introduction Monodisperse clusters containing multiple metal centers are of steadily growing interest because of their inherent relevance to catalysis [1] [2] [3] [4] as well as their unique spectroscopic, optical and magnetic properties. [5] [6] [7] [8] Molecular oxometalates are of crucial importance in biological systems where they constitute the active centers of a number of enzymes, for example the widely studied Mn4CaO5 cluster 9 in the oxygen evolving complex (OEC) of Photosystem II (PSII). Because of their size and composition, clusters are uniquely capable of reversibly accepting or donating more than one electron without undergoing a large structural rearrangement of their core or the immediate coordination sphere. Following the inspiration from the redox enzymes, these welldefined molecular "charge storage devices" can be creatively employed in artificial light-driven multi-electron catalysis, 10, 11 especially in the context solar production of fuels. 12, 13 The key initial event in all these applications is the photoinduced injection of a charge into the the core of cluster.
Despite such importance, the literature on interfacial electron transfer in surface-modified molecular polyoxometalates has only recently begun to grow 14, 15 in contrast with the wealth of data on dye-sensitized nanoparticles of metal oxides. Similarly, the fundamental photophysics and the excited state behavior of unsubstituted molecular polyoxometalates remain underexplored. 5, 16, 17 In this paper, we present a combined transient absorption spectroscopy and quantum dynamics study of the charge injection, electron delocalization and hole migration in Ti17cat4 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58 59 60
( Figure 1 ). [18] [19] [20] [21] The current work builds on the reported earlier investigation of confinement effects in Ti17 (Ti17(4-O)4(3-O)16(2-O)4(OPr i )20), a cluster which can be viewed as the unsubstituted parent compound of Ti17cat4. 5, 22 Both systems belong to the growing family of polyoxotitanate clusters containing, thus far, 2 to 34 Ti centers which were synthesized over the past few years and whose X-ray structures have been solved [22] [23] [24] markedly below the ~2 nm onset of quantum size effects predicted for TiO2. 25 While all Ti surface sites in the parent Ti17 cluster are terminated with aliphatic isopropoxide ligands with its electronic and optical properties are determined primarily by the TiO2 core, Ti17cat4 is bearing four electron donating catechol ligands. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 5
In terms of its electronic structure and spectroscopy, Ti17cat4 is a molecular analogue of cat@TiO2, a catechol modified colloidal TiO2 and an archetype of a strongly coupled interfacial electron transfer (ET) system. Despite its small size, Ti17cat4 retains all salient features of cat@TiO2, with the significant benefits of strictly monodisperse stoichiometry, well-characterized geometry and uniform ligand placement. In both cat@TiO2 and in Ti17cat4 the mixing between the orbitals of the chemisorbed donor and the conduction band (CB) of the metal oxide substrate
gives rise to a new electronic transition at energy that is lower than both the HOMO-LUMO gap of the donor and the band gap of the underlying semiconductor. The excitation of this long wavelength charge transfer (CT) band causes a direct injection of an electron from the HOMO of the donor into the semiconductor. [26] [27] [28] [29] In such strongly coupled systems, the distinct steps of the formation of a local excited state of the light-absorbing donor and the subsequent phonon-assisted electron tunneling are bypassed in a single photo-assisted electron transfer (ET) event that is instantaneous on the timescale of nuclear motion. Because the electron injection occurs in the Franck-Condon geometry of the system, cat@TiO2 and similar strongly coupled assemblies are exceptionally well suited for experimental and theoretical investigations of the initial dynamics of interfacial charge separation and geminate electron-hole recombination. [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] The key finding reported here is that the hot hole formed upon the electron injection is not static, but migrates rapidly among the degenerate catechol sites of Ti17cat4 at initial rates approaching 110 12 s -1 .
While the rates of the electron delocalization and hole hopping remain well separated, such unexpectedly rapid initial migration of the latter has implications for the charge recombination and the yield of charge carriers which can be harvested in a photocatalytic or photovoltaic application in clusters and sensitized nanoparticles. Of additional interest is the excellent agreement between Page 5 of 32
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Figure 2.
Structural models of the Ti17cat4 (top left) and the Ti17 cluster (top right) based on Xray diffraction coordinates 22 and rendered in Spartan. 32 Color code: gray = isoproxide, catecholate = magenta, red = O. The single tetracoordinate Ti ion located at the center of both clusters and four Ti ions which are pentacoordinate in the Ti17 prior to the isopropoxide-to-catecholate exchange leading to the Ti17cat4 are highlighted in green. The corresponding solution UV-vis absorption spectra and schematic energy level diagrams are shown below the respective structures.
The insets indicate the excitation wavelengths for each system. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 Experimental Synthesis: The synthesis, purification and structural characterization of the Ti17cat4 polyoxotitanate clusters were described in detail in our previous work 22 and references therein. The entire process was carried out in a glove box.
Pump
Raman microspectroscopy: Approximately 1 mg of the Ti17 or Ti17cat4 cluster was spread in an indentation in a clean brass cell and covered by a glass slide with vacuum oil along the edge to prevent air from entering the sample. The sample preparations were carried out in a glove box.
Confocal Raman spectra were acquired using a Kaiser Optical Systems Raman Microprobe equipped with a 785 nm diode laser. A 100x oil immersion objective was used to focus approximately 6-10 mW of the single mode power within the sample volume of ~2 m 3 . The .
To facilitate the integration, the initial wave packet was expanded in terms of the molecular orbitals 
|Ψ(0)>=ΣqCq|q>
Thus, the final wavefunction at time t is given in Equation 4.
|Ψ(t)>=ΣqCqexp(-iEqt/ℏ)|q>
The time-dependent occupancy of the photogenerated hole, i.e., the survival probability of the hole remaining on the adsorbate, PMOL(t), at at time t, is computed by Equation 5 ,
where ADS indicates the adsorbate, S ij is the overlap matrix element <iα|jβ> for atomic orbital α on atom i and atomic orbital β on atom j. In Equation 5 , the wavefunction given in Equation 4 is projected onto the atomic orbitals of the adsorbate, α. The configuration of the cluster was obtained by relaxing the X-ray crystal structure 22 by geometry optimization with density functional theory (DFT) at the B3LYP/LANL2DZ level, as implemented in the Jaguar software package. 34 To reduce the number of atoms in the computational model of the cluster, the isopropoxy ligands were replaced by hydroxyl ligands, although other Lewis base analogous such as methoxyl groups are in principle better mimics. In our particular case, however, binding of the Lewis base is onto Ti 4+ which is d 0 so there is little difference between the effect of the various different analogue groups. Four additional protons were adsorbed to the surface O 2- ions to neutralize the cluster. The resulting refined structure is in quantitative agreement with the X-ray model, indicating that structural changes due to temperature or solvation can be neglected due to the rigidity of the system. Simulations of the hole propagation dynamics were performed at this frozen geometry of the cluster in vacuum and did not include nuclear reorganization.
Results and Discussion
Structure, CT absorption and the ligand-core electronic coupling: The catechol ligands are arranged in a square around the center of Ti17cat4 resulting in approximate four-fold overall symmetry of the complete assembly ( Figure 2 ). From the crystallographic point of view, the spatial arrangement of the titanium and oxygen ions in Ti17cat4 and Ti17 corresponds most closely to brookite, the metastable and least common in nature phase of TiO2. The Raman scattering spectra are consistent with this assignment. 5 The spectrum of Ti17 contains a characteristic progression of peaks at 644, 616 and 575 cm -1 (in bulk brookite 635, 585 and 535 cm -1 ). In Ti17cat4 the overall appearance of the Raman peaks associated with the inorganic core of the cluster is very similar, but the origin of the sequence is shifted from 644 to 650 cm -1 .
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which has been derived from the Mulliken-Hush theory by assuming Gaussian shape of the band and where 1/2 is the FWHM of the CT band, max is the position of its maximum and rGE is the effective displacement of the electron. 35 This approach yields |VGE| = 5160 cm -1 . Alternatively, one can view the total CT absorption cross section of Ti17cat4 as a sum of separate CT transitions between each of the catechol moieties and the core of the cluster. In this case, the extinction coefficient of the CT band can be partitioned into four equal components of 475 M -1 cm -1 per ligand. This approach, which seems more appropriate, yields |VGE| = 2580 cm -1 for each catechol moiety. Even this lower value remains well within the strong coupling regime, with |VGE| exceeding both kBT, as well as the frequency of the skeletal vibrations of ligand catechol and the phonon modes of the TiO2 core, which are responsible for the bulk of the nuclear reorganization energy in this system. 28 The instantaneous charge separation distance of 3 Å deduced from the above |µ|CT implies that at t = 0 the injected electron is localized on the Ti ion to which the donating catechol ligand is bound and only subsequently the wavepacket delocalizes over the available volume. The Stark effect measurements revealed also that the CT transition in cat@TiO2 is accompanied by a reduction of polarizability, pointing to a tighter localization of charges in the incipient charge transfer state.This is consistent with the promotion of an electron from a delocalized π-orbital of catechol to a much more compact d-orbital of an individual Ti ion.
These experimental results agree very well with the quantum mechanical modeling of electron injection into bulk TiO2 performed by several groups. 26, 29, 30 As we will see, the picture of a 3d
interfacial polaronic exciton which undergoes rapid evolution into the fully charge-separated state through electron delocalization followed by slower hole relaxation applies also to Ti17cat4.
Charge injection and hot hole hopping:
In pump-probe experiments, excitation of the CT band of Ti17cat4 with 370 nm light (indicated by the red arrow in Figure 2 ) leads to the appearance a broad and rather featureless transient absorption spectrum (Figure 3) , the shape of which exhibits little response to the solvent. In acetonitrile,  = 36.6, in which all measurements reported here were performed, the spectrum spans the entire probed range from 450 to 700 nm, nevertheless two discernible bands can be identified at ~450-530 and ~600-650 nm, respectively. The long wavelength band originates from the electron injected into the metal oxide core of Ti17cat4, as determined in the prior work on the excess electron in Ti17. 5 The short wavelength band is dominated by the absorbance of the hole, i.e. the radical cation of the oxidized catechol ligand. 36, 37 The formation of the charge separated state is complete within the ~100 fs temporal resolution of Page 11 of 32
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While in Ti17 the precise location of the relaxed hole is not clear (most likely it is delocalized over the isopropoxide oxygens or the oxo bridges at the interface, or a combination of both), in Ti17cat4 it is certain that the positive charge resides at one of the catechol units. In order to gain a better view of the excited state behavior of Ti17cat4, we turned to polarization dependent measurements which revealed a decidely more rich dynamics of the charge separated state than the broad and featureless magic angle spectra in Figure 3 would imply. The long wavelength,  > 550 nm portion of the spectrum, which corresponds to the absorption of the 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 13 e -in the quasi-conduction band of the inorganic core of the cluster, shows no discernible dependence on the polarization of the probe pulse ( Figure 4 and Table 1 ). In this wavelength range, transients collected with parallel and perpendicular probe polarization were perfectly superimposable except for the earliest times at 650 nm, showing that the depolarization of the absorption and hence the delocalization of the injected electron over the core of the cluster are much faster than the ~100 fs resolution of our experiments. This outcome is consistent with the picture of a band-like electronic structure of the TiO2 core of the cluster, which was presented in the previous report on the unsubstituted Ti17. 5 It also agrees very well with the experimental and theoretical literature on electron injection into bulk TiO2. The behavior of the  < 550 nm region of the spectrum which is dominated by cat + is far more complex. Both the initial magnitude and the decay profiles respond strongly to the polarization of the probe pulse ( Figure 5 ). At t = 0 the absorption at parallel probe polarization is 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 It is unavoidable that the noise present in the individual A (t) and A(t) traces becomes exacerbated when polarization parameter R(t) is calculated using Equation 7.
R(t) = [A (t) -A(t)] [A (t) + 2 A(t)]
As a result, the analysis of R(t) profile was limited to as single exponential fit of the first 5 ps of the decay (Table 2 and the insets in Figure 5 ). Within this time window, the 495 nm data indicate that ~40% of the initial population depolarizes with the rate of 2.2 ± 0.8 ps, while the 530 nm traces return 2.5 ± 1.0 ps depolarization of ~50% of the population. Despite the substantial margin of error, the ~2 ps depolarization shows that the initial hole hopping in the charge separated (CS) state of Ti17cat4 is very fast and occurs at the same time scale as IVR and typical solvent reorganization dynamics. 38, 39 On the basis of the above relative amplitudes it appears that at least ~40% of the generated holes undergo a hop to an adjacent catechol site prior to thermalization. The rapid hot hole hopping among the equivalent catechol sites is fully corroborated by the results of quantum dynamics modeling of the relaxed structure with the X-ray diffraction crystal structure 22 as the initial geometry, as described in the Computational Methods section. The final energy mismatch between the catechol sites in the optimized structure is within the range of ~5 meV. If one selects the highest energy site 1 ( Figure 6 ) as a reference, the relative energies of a hole localized on the remaining catechol sites are -1.8, -5.4 and -2.5 meV for sites 2, 3 and 4,
respectively. The energies of individual states localized on each catechol adsorbates are readily obtained from the projected density of states. The observed energy variation arises due to slight differences in the relaxed geometry of each catechol and its environment at the convergence cutoff of our calculations. This residual disorder most likely gives a much more realistic image of the catechol and isopropoxide ligands on surface of Ti17cat4 under ambient conditions than would a perfectly symmetric structure. In the context of this simulation, we take this energy distribution to represent a random, instantaneous snapshot of the fluctuating energy landscape of the cluster.
Indeed, molecular dynamics modeling by this group and others has shown that electronic energy levels of adsorbates on the surface of TiO2 fluctuate by at least a few tenths of an eV due to thermal motion (at room temperature kBT  25 meV).
40,41
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Under these conditions, the system has a rigid nuclear configuration and the hole propagation dynamics is determined by the electronic couplings between the nearly resonant sites. Within the Marcus theory description, this model corresponds to the limit where the reorganization energy λ is negligible and the hole transfer rate is given by Equation 8 .
where in our approximation δ(ΔG ‡ ) = 1 when ΔG 0 = 0 (the  function comes from taking the limit as the width or of the Gaussian that occurs in the usual Marcus expression with the width approaching zero) and the rate is determined by the strength of the electronic coupling |VGE| between two nearly resonant states. Figure 6 shows the oscillating population at each of the catechol sites during the simulation in which the hole was initially localized on catecholate with the highest energy, 1. The population is transferred to the adjacent catechol moieties on short 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 been recently observed by this group for charge injection in dye-sensitized TiO2 and electron hopping in dendritic electron donor-acceptor systems. 42, 43 Sustained quantum beats with population exchange between adsorbates 1 and 2 are quite evident in Figure 6 , while the occupancy of adsorbate 3 is negligible since it remains off-resonant relative to adsorbates 1 and 2 for the course of the dynamics. Unlike in the frozen geometry quantum dynamics simulation, 44 in the real cluster, the dephasing and IVR lead to rapid damping of such coherent population oscillations. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to note that the four-fold symmetry of Ti17cat4 influences the dephasing and the observable depolarization behavior. Since the transition dipoles of the neighboring catechol ligands are mutually orthogonal, each clockwise or counterclockwise hole hop between adjacent sites causes a complete 90 0 switch of polarization.
Each subsequent hop in any direction, fully restores the original polarization. As a result, the loss 
The Journal of Physical Chemistry   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 20 of the polarization information in Ti17cat4 occurs only because of the true dephasing of the hopping events, unlike in a system with randomly oriented transition dipoles, e.g. in a multichromophore polymer, in which every hop leads to a random change of polarization. Table 1 (green hatches) and the empirical triple exponential fit (red solid line). The likely location of the polarization switching hole hops is indicated.
Encouraged by the excellent agreement between the quantum dynamics modeling and the fast component of the experimentally observed depolarization dynamics, we decided to revisit the analysis of the latter. In order to circumvent the amplification of noise present in the experimental absorption decays, one can first fit the experimental A (t) and A(t) decay profiles and subsequently use the extracted kinetic parameters i and Ai to calculate the evolution of R(t), rather 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 21 than work directly with the raw A(t) traces. Naturally, this procedure must be viewed with caution, because the resulting R(t) plots are deceptively noise free, yet in reality they carry over all the errors associated with the original noisy data and therefore can be misleading. With this caveat in mind, in Figure 7 we show the R(t) trace calculated on the basis of the computed A (t) and A(t)
decays at 495 nm.
The computed R(t) exhibits an intriguing plateau in the 2-6 ps time window. Indeed, the corresponding change of slope can be seen in the same time window in the transient absorption profiles in Figure 5 . The shape of the R(t) plot in Figure 7 cannot be reproduced by a single or double exponential function, however, it is mimicked exceedingly well by an empirical triple exponential fit with time constants 1 = 2.7 ps (decay), 2 = 4.2 ps (growth) and 3 = 18.8 ps (decay).
The fastest component agrees very well with the results of the direct fitting (Table 1 and Figure 5) and modeling ( Figure 6 ). It corresponds to the first hop of the hot hole from the initially oxidized catechol. The somewhat slower 4.2 ps growth component gives rise to the plateau which is plausibly associated with the second hole hop, which, as discussed earlier, regardless of its clockwise or counter clockwise direction restores the polarization to the initial orientation and thus sharply slows down the observable depolarization, however, the slowing down of the underlying hole hopping dynamics is not nearly as dramatic. This is a significant point, because it means that the second hop does not need to be coherent in the strict sense in order to lead to the recurrence.
Its impact on the apparent kinetics does not depend on the phase but merely only the relatively close rates of the first and second hop. The slowest, 18.8 ps depolarization component corresponds to the thermal hole hopping which continues as the system decays to the ground state. Importantly, this rate is broadly consistent with the approximate predictions of the thermal hopping based on the reorganization energy of the catcat + exchange which, were discussed earlier.
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Charge recombination: The decay of the charge-separated state of Ti17cat4 is dominated a fast component, k1 ~ 810 11 s -1 , which is assigned to the geminate recombination of the nascent interfacial polarons. This process accounts for ~55% of the overall recombination and occurs at the same time scale as the initial hot hole hopping and the IVR (Figure 4 , Table 1 ). Such high initial recombination in Ti17cat4 underscores the fact that rapid delocalization of the injected electrons in sensitized TiO2 nanoparticles is more critical for the typically high yields of charge separation then the nuclear relaxation of the sensitizer. In the highly confined volume of the cluster, Depending on the distribution of the trap depths, the latter rates span a very broad range from nanoseconds to milliseconds. Aside from the initial geminate (k1) and the subsequent quasi-bulk recombination (k2), it is more difficult to explain the origin of multiexponential decay in the monodisperse and presumably trap-free Ti17cat4 cluster. The core of the cluster is sufficiently 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 23 small for the injected electron to rapidly sample its entire volume, as evidenced by the observed <100 fs depolarization of the e -absorption band. Such rapid sampling should lead to a homogeneous decay of the thermalized charge separated state. It is possible that a fraction of the long-lived electron-hole pairs undergoes intersystem crossing to the triplet state. The triplet electron-hole pairs may recombine at a slower rate because of the spin selection rules, which would be consistent with the large electron-hole exchange interaction deduced for the Ti17 parent cluster in the previous study 5 and the large singlet-triplet splittings postulated for excitons in small semiconductor nanoparticles. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 interest. Because of the nanometer size of the TiO2 core and the presence of a quasi-band structure, the clusters are much closer analogues of the catechol@TiO2 and other dye@TiO2 systems than the mononuclear [Ti(cat)3] 2-complex.
The study of photoinduced electron transfer behavior in Ti17cat4 revealed a highly dynamic system in which IVR, geminate charge recombination and hole hopping occur simultaneously and compete with each other, as illustrated schematically in Figure 8 . Both experiments and simulations show that the initial hot hole hopping is very rapid and occurs at the time scale of 2 ps. At such early times after the charge separation the system retains some degree of vibrational excitation and it is not thermally equilibrated with the environment. More broadly, the observation of hot hole hopping in Ti17cat4 adds to the growing body of evidence that electron transfer reactions occurring within ~10 ps of photoexcitation are rarely fully thermally equilibrated and may exhibit considerable departures from the predictions based on the standard Marcus theory and static G 0 and  parameters. Furthermore, the rapid hole hopping has significant implications for charge recombination in dye sensitized semiconductors, for which it is often assumed that the hole remains relatively static throughout the life span of the charge separated state. [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] 48 The confinement of the injected electron in the small volume of the cluster and the lag between the electronic motion and the nuclear relaxation of the oxidized catechol lead to rapid recombination of a large fraction of the charge separated states. The reduced dielectric constant of the core in comparison with bulk TiO2 may play an additional role in this regard. 45 Structural relaxation of the hole is essential for the stabilization of the charge separated state and to a great degree controls the course of the charge recombination in the cluster. In analogous sensitized TiO2 nanoparticles and mesoporous films the same mismatch of the time scales is advantageous as it allows the electron to move far away from the point of injection so that the Coulomb and exchange 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 25 interactions with the hole are heavily screened. As a result, the rate and the magnitude of the nuclear relaxation of the donor have a much smaller influence on the yield and survival of charge separated states in dye-sensitized nanoparticles.
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